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About This Content
This DLC makes the game more brutal. You do not have enough blood and special effects in the game? Then you will like this
content.
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Short game with an idea.
For me, this game has to work on these things:
-hero with a sounds (like breathing,groaning);
-extended tutorial to test more our possibilities;
-pleasing to use menu/bow;
Nonetheless,it's worth giving a shot. On design level the game is very inspiring, definitely I'm going to do a fanart of this..
Exploring the randomly generated planets and ships is pretty fun. There is a lot of depth and an infinite amount of area to
explore. I like the idea of the game, where you have robot assistants doing the fighting, while you run around "collecting
samples" ie looting.
The lag is due to how bad the RPG maker engine is for this type of game. To imporove the controls, I suggest using a gamepad
and the joy2key program to map the keyboard keys to the gamepad.
In the Star-Box folder in your steam Common folder you can edit the config.ini file to matche your desktop resolution. I would
also suggest turning on frame rate limit in your graphic cards game profile to limit screen tearing. In the game you can press F1
for the settings menu.
Overall for the price, if you use the tweaks I suggest above, the game is fun but the combat lag can be annoying.
. luv dis game it take up to much of my time though. Edited Review:
Since the developer fixed the ability to run with a controller I find this game much more enjoyable
Original:
Any game that involves a dog usually gets my attention. Herding Dog is a colorful game with a cute block-like style. However,
the downfall of this game is the controls. I play using an Xbox One controller and the controls are far from responsive. I could
not find a button for run which makes it hard to play on the fourth level. The fox\/wolf is too fast to keep up with and it got
frustrating.
Despite that it is a cheap, time killer.
I would not recommend this game as of current but if the controls were fixed I would highly recommend this game.. This game
is really cool. You should give it a try if you like old school 3D platformers like Mario64, Banjo, Crash Bandicoot or even
games like Medievil. Or if you're a fan of gnomes and Faeries. It really feel like this game has a soul, its not derivative or
trashware. And it got treasure chest with cool new toys in most levels.
I really enjoyed my playthrough and plan to play again to save all the gnomes and catch all the Faeries.
I give it a 7\/10. I found about the game on EVW's channel, I saw a sneak peak of the game and thought it may be a fun quick
platformer.
It is deffinetly a really fun, quick paste, very nice music platformer.
Really enjoyed it and if you are thinking of buying this game deffinetly buy it.
1. Really cheap for how good it is.
2. Really fun.
3. Challenging
4. Very unique. Bliss. Combine smash hit games Nuclear Throne and Risk of Rain and you get Void Raiders. There are two
excellent systems at play that make this game work. First you have the temporary character upgrades\/pickups during the
gameplay. You are able to purchase one of three upgrades between randomly generated levels and these stay with you until you
die. They are pickups such as a thorn halo that hurts enemies close to you or an increased critical chance. These are welcome but
incremental, almost anemic, upgrades. They help once you stack 5 or more of each but initially they won't do you much good.
The second system that makes this game work is the permanent character progression. You start with 3 selectable characters and
as you play with each they level up. Upon levelling up they get skill points that you can apply to two different skill trees for each
character. These are serious improvements and you will likely die a lot at first with each new character. However, once you
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apply 2 or 3 skill points your character becomes a death-dealing, apocalypse wielding, mayhem spitting machine. To take it one
step further for you progression junkies, there are 3 equipment upgrades as well. While beating levels you will earn four
different resources and each hardware upgrade uses 2 different, very rare, resources. This will likely be the slowest upgrade path
and it seems to be an odd choice at this point given that they appear to be fairly week changes.
This is early access though and the game isn't without it's potential improvements. To be a true classic it needs to tighten up the
controls\/responses. A real SHMUP needs lightning fast movement and tight controls. The game currently is a little swimmy and
the shooting feels off, inaccurate. That might be due to the impossible cursor\/aimpoint that is lost in the oversaturated graphics.
I'm not a graphics snob and I love pixel art as much as the next guy but I find the lighting, color choice and minimalist art to hurt
the experience a little. At the same time the individual art is charming at times and shows real talent. I just think the art
direction could benefit from more consistent style and a little more restraint on light effects.
I think this is a true gem in the making. Great work Tryzna83
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Hi! Personally, I don't like puzzle games, but The Watchmaker is a very fun game. It's a real challenge to play and try to keep
Alexander under 70. It's so interesting how the game tells you where are you going to find or put things in their place, as the
clocktower must work again. Actually, I don't know who or what is the thing that is trying to kill Alexander, or which is its
motivation to damage the clocktower. Probably tomorrow I'll know that.
If you want to watch some videos or streaming of The Watchmaker by a latin player, you can see me on twitch.tv\/rhaedos. I'll
write the same thing on this as I wrote for Judgement Silversword - At this price, it literally feels like stealing. I've paid 4x this
to play this on Xbox 360 and it's worth every damn penny.
The soundtrack is absolutely FANTASTIC, the gameplay is an evolution of Judgement Silversword, it's great fun without an
overly complex scoring hook and just feels amazing to play.
. I really wanted to recomend this game, but in this state I can´t, and it´s a shame because it´s a really good game with a lot of
potential, but it goes too boring by the middle/end game...
I bought this for the artistic style, it´s gorgeous and I love´d it, but the core gameplay has so many problems that pretty
graphics are not enough, clunky, non-responsive some times, and it has little problems that you will find playing it (BTW: don´t
put trees near the lake).
To summ it, is "Le petit prince" + Stardew valley, simple as that, the story looks promising but that´s it, the gameplay is SO
relaxing i´ll give it that, the firts hours i loved the gameplay, the firts hours...
I don´t want to give this game more hate, just because I wanted to love it, but I can´t, is at least a 5/10. maybe with more updates
(AND PLEASE A REAL ENDING!) I´ll give it anoder try.. I love this charcter shes really the only good girl one from the other
one that has the mask. i wish they would add more girl charcters that are hot with a nice chest and tight outfits. most are all guys
but i do like the robo you can get. i would wait till its on sale to get here like i did.. Love this game. Definitely not the most
polished vr game but damn is it fun and challenging.
The game is very similar to bullet sorrow but more much more fast pased.
I would definitely recommend if youre looking for a fun arcade shooter, I just hope
the developer is planning on adding more singleplayer levels.
Pros:
+ Decent graphics
+ Good gunplay
+ Challenging
+ Very cool art style
+ Good weapon variety
Cons:
- Laughable voice acting
- Barebones menu
- Only 3 levels
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